
Grant Orientation Workshop

Grant Round 17                 May 1, 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning!  Thanks for coming!I’m Dijit Taylor, LCHIP’s Executive DirectorThank you for your cooperation in changing location and limiting the number of participants per applicant.  We are delighted but a bit overwhelmed with the level of interest this year. 



Workshop Agenda

• Who’s Who

• LCHIP Introduction

• Technology 

• Split Group 

• The Proposal Package

• Process and Timeline

• Questions
Parson Main, Rochester

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll start by introducing the LCHIP staff then refreshing what you know about LCHIP, After that, we’ll split into 2 groups, with the resource specialists, Paula Bellemore for Natural Resources and George Born for Historical Resources,  providing each group with pretty specific information about what is needed in each section of the application Then we’ll remind you of what has to happen when There is time for questions at the end, but please feel free to ask questions as they come to you during the presentation as well. We will respond to as many questions as there is time for as long as they apply to the application and process in general and not the specific details of your particular resource.



Who’s Who?

LCHIP Staff
• Barb Beers, Office Manager

• Paula Bellemore, Natural Resource Specialist

• George Born, Historic Resource Specialist

• Guest historic specialists 

• Dijit Taylor, Executive Director

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The guest historic resource specialists are Andrew Cushing, Field Services Representative from the New Hampshire Preservation Alliance, and Amy Dixon, Grants Coordinator at the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources.



LCHIP Introduction 

What is “LCHIP”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New Hampshire’s Land and Community Heritage Investment  ProgramAn independent state authority created in 2000 (not a state agency)LCHIP enabling legislation passed by wide margins in 2000   329 -9 and 23-0, back when Jeanne Shaheen was governor



What Is LCHIP For?  

To protect  and preserve the state’s most important 
natural, cultural and historic resources

Greenough Popnd, Errol



What Is LCHIP For?  

• To protect and preserve the state’s most important natural, cultural and
historic resources

• To insure the perpetual contribution of these
resources to the economy, environment, and the 

quality of life in New Hampshire

Carriage House, Littleton Community Center



What Is LCHIP For?   

• To protect and preserve the state’s most important natural, cultural and historic 
resources

• To insure the perpetual contribution of these resources to the economy, 
environment and the quality of life in New Hampshire

• To provide matching grants to New Hampshire 
communities and non-profits



What Has LCHIP Done? 

• 426  grants awarded 

• Benefitting 70% of the state’s 234 towns & 
cities

• $46.6  million invested since 2000

• $299 million Total Project Value!

• 283,000+ acres conserved

• 272 grants to preserve  historic structures 
& sites

•

Collins Brook 
Headwaters

Francestown

Kelly Corner School, Gilmanton 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP’s record of accomplishments since the program started awarding grants in 2001 is pretty impressive! 



Where Does LCHIP Work? 

Pittsburg

Connecticut Lakes Headwaters , Pittsburg etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP projects range across the entire state, from Pittsburg in the far north, including 171,500 acre Connecticut Headwaters Working Forest 



Where Does LCHIP Work? 

Pelham

St. Mary & Archangel Michael Church 
Nashua

Presenter
Presentation Notes
to Nashua on the southern border



Where Does LCHIP Work?

Hinsdale

Colony Wetland Complex 
Chesterfield

Presenter
Presentation Notes
and from Chesterfield in the west



Where Does LCHIP Work?

Star Island

Oceanic Hotel, Star Island

Oceanic Hotel, Star Island

Presenter
Presentation Notes
to Star Island in the East, and about 160 communities in between



FY 2019  LCHIP Funding 

Budgeted at 

For FY 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The state budget for FY 18 and 19 includes $3,500,000/year for LCHIP.  The money has been coming in slightly over budget for the past couple years. The LCHIP Board pf Directors makes the final decisions on funding and is pretty committed to distributing nearly all of the budgeted amount in each grant round.  Given yjr over-capacity crowd at the grant orientation workshop and other applications we know are planned, this looks like another very competitive grant round.  Talk to your state representatives and Senators; thank them if they are LCHIP supporters, and let them know how important the opportunity to seek LCHIP funding is to your project If you do get funding, be sure to keep elected officials informed of your excitement and progress and appreciation for the opportunity to seek 



What Makes it Work?

•RSA 227-M

•LCHIP’s Criteria, 
Guidelines and 
Procedures  
(“Guidelines”) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of what LCHIP does is directed or controlled by the enabling legislation, RSA 227-M and the rulebook, the Criteria, Guidelines and Procedures, commonly called the “LCHIP Guidelines”  including who can apply and what kind of projects LCHIP can supportThe Instructions refer you to the “LCHIP Guidelines” and the acknowledgement page requires that the applicant and interest holder have read the “LCHIP Guidelines” This sounds like a bunch of administrative gobble-de-gook, but it is actually important.  We have a project right now that is in some trouble because the property owner, who signed the application form saying he had read and understood the Guidelines document, apparently failed to grasp one of the vary basic elements of accepting LCHIP funding.  



 LCHIP 
website

What Makes it Work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP’s website is also an invaluable resource for applicants.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the list of topic tabs in the green band across the upper side of the home page, chick on the tab “FOR APPLICANT & RECIPIENTS”, then the relevant choice of “For Natural Resource Applicants” or “For Historical Resource Applicants” to find the application materials and other useful content.  A numbered list of 5 items will appear, looking much like the images on the slide.When you click item #5, “Submit a Project Proposal,” application material and supporting information will appear. DO NOT skip the instructions.  They are provided to give you advice in responding to the questions in the application and dealing with the up to 10 possible required attachments.



Technology 

?

?
?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP Office Manager Barb Beers can assist you  with some basic electronic management issues if you have problems with the website or the fillable forms.  Email her at officemgr@lchip.org or phone (603) 224-4113. 



Who Can Apply? 

• Municipality or other political subdivision of the state
• 501 ( c ) non-profit organizations 
• Partners thereof

Hinkson’s Carding Mill, Grafton

Milan Community Forest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the only two types of organizations that are eligible to apply for LCHIP funding.Municipalities or other political subdivision of the state and Publicly supported nonprofit corporation exempt from federal income tax under section 501 (c) of the Internal Revenue CodeOther types of organizations may partner with eligible entities to apply.  This partnering with an eligible applicant can be tricky, so if you are planning to apply as a partner, contact the appropriate specialist sooner rather than later. 



What Can LCHIP Pay For?

1. Archaeological sites
2. Historic buildings 

and structures used 
for  cultural events

3. Historic properties
4. Historic and 

cultural lands and 
features

Canaan Meeting House

Protection, restoration or rehabilitation of 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RSA that created LCHIP explains what kinds of resources and projects LCHIP funds can be used to assist withBoth lists are found in the LCHIP Criteria Guidelines and Procedures From RSA 227-M:2, CGP  7.A)This part of the list applies largely to historic resourcesProtection, restoration or rehabilitation of  Archaeological sites;Historic buildings and structures which house cultural events and programs;Historic properties including buildings and structures;Historic and cultural lands and features;Canaan  Meeting House



What Can LCHIP Pay For?

5. Ecologically significant 
lands

6. Public water supply lands
7. Farmland
8. Forestland
9. Habitat for special species
10.Recreation lands
11.Shore lands
12.Scenic areas 
13.Wetlands and associated 

uplands

Vose Farm, Walpole

Protection, restoration or rehabilitation of 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This part of the list applies mostly to natural resourcesBoth lists are found in the LCHIP Criteria Guidelines and Procedures from RSA 227-M:2, and CGP  7.A)



What Can LCHIP Pay For? 

14.   Studies

See LCHIP Criteria Guidelines and Procedures 
Section 7B 5&6 

for information about eligible types  of studies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP can also help to pay for resource inventories, planning  and other professional services that can demonstrate linkage to the permanent protection or restoration and rehabilitation of eligible resources and limited to almost a dozen kinds of studies, which are listed in the Guidelines (CGP 7B5&6).  Application 		Plans & drawingsFeasibility studies		Historic structures reportsArchitectural renderings	Environmental reviewsArcheological reviews	Engineering studiesCondition assessments	Baseline documentationHistoric building assessment with preservation guidelines Studies are much more common on the historic resource side of the program.  George will talk a little more about studies in the historic resource part of the workshop.



What You Must Do 

Attend Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So just by being here, you are already a winner!



What ELSE Must You Do? 

Submit the appropriate intent to apply form by May 18, 
2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can submit the intent to apply form before the May 18 deadline.  If you do, you should learn whether your proposed project is eligible to apply sooner.



What ELSE Must You Do? 

Complete detailed multi-page application 
with up to 10 attachments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But don’t worry!  Paula and George will walk you through the application, complete with hints for how to complete it successfully.  



2018 Historic Resource Workshop

Grant Round 17                 May 1, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful grant-writing consists of two things:Identifying a problemPointing, persuasively, to a solution to the problem that involves a collaboration between you and your funder.Lack of money is not a compelling problem.But helping to secure the long-term preservation of a treasured community asset is.



Successful grant-writing consists of two things:

1. Identifying a problem
2. Pointing, persuasively, to a solution to the problem 

that involves a collaboration between you and your 
funder.

Lack of money is not a compelling problem.

But helping to secure the long-term preservation of a 
treasured community asset is.

Grant-writing basics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grant-writing basicsSuccessful grant-writing consists of two things:Identifying a problemPointing, persuasively, to a solution to the problem that involves a collaboration between you and your funder.Lack of money is not a compelling problem.But helping to secure the long-term preservation of a treasured community asset is.



What Can LCHIP Pay For?

Hands-on Preservation Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP can help pay for several different categories of projects.Hands-on preservation work – the most popularExamples: re-roofing, re-glazing windows, repairing clapboarding, re-pointing brick, etc.



What Can LCHIP Pay For? 

Studies

See LCHIP Criteria Guidelines and Procedures 
Section 7B 5&6 

for information about eligible types  of studies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP can also pay for studies.These are often documents that precede hands-on work.They may be focused on understanding the history and significance of the resource, cataloging important features that help define its historic character, assessing current conditions, analyzing options for re-using the resource, working through problems to find a way to comply with current building codes, suggesting a sequence and priority for work to be done, and/or estimating probable costs.Studies may involve a combination of text, photographs, and drawings.There are many different kinds of Studies such as resource inventories, planning  and other professional services that can demonstrate linkage to the permanent protection or restoration and rehabilitation of eligible resources and limited to Application Plans & drawingsFeasibility studiesHistoric structures reportsArchitectural renderingsEnvironmental reviewsArcheological reviewsEngineering studiesCondition assessmentsBaseline documentationHistoric building assessment with preservation guidelines (CGP 7B5&6)  



•Submit by May 18, 2018

Intent-to-Apply Form

What You Have To Do 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent-to-Apply formA one-page documentHelps LCHIP staff prepare for grant round activities and assemble suitable grant review committeeCan be submitted before the May 18 deadline – in fact, we hope you will submit earlier Replaces former LCH Register and LCHIP Project Registration form



Complete Proposal Package  

Four Components

1. Instructions

2. Checklist

3. Application Form

4. Attachments

What You Have To Do 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are providing you with a substantial set of instructions for how to fill out the application and complete the proposal package correctly.  “Proposal”  means the whole package.  “Application” or “application Form” is the 11 page document  you fill out as part of your Proposal



45 points

25 points 

25 points 

5 points

Scoring

Resource Values

Current Capacity

Future Strength

Other

Proposal Package

Project Scoring 

Point value 
reflects 

importance in 
funding decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scoring Project ProposalsPoints are allocated in accordance with the CGPAll project types are scored using the same systemResource Values 45 points (Attributes, Significance and Imminence of Threat)Current Capacity 25 pointsFuture Strength 25 pointsOther 5 points



Step by step guidance

Read  first, reread often

Do not submit!

Use the  right one! 

Proposal Package

Instructions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructions2 different sets:1 for rehab projects1 for planning projectsMake sure you are using the right instructions for your project type! 



To assemble proposal 
packages correctly

Attach ONLY to front of 
the original

Proposal Package

Checklist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHECKLISTUse to assemble packages in correct order and with correct contentPlanning Study Check, and recheck!Submit as cover page to your original Proposal PackageMake sure you use the right checklist for your project type! HR Project/Planning Study. The checklists are very similar, but Planning Study require one less attachment, no Building Assessment. 



Proposal Package

Project Summary 

Application Page 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rehabilitation and Acquisition projects use the Historic Resource Project application, Planning Projects use the Planning Study Application, which is a streamlined version of previous applications and has been tailored to meet the needs of a planning study project. 



Proposal Package

Project Summary 

Application Page 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rehabilitation and Acquisition projects use the Historic Resource Project application, Planning Projects use the Planning Study Application, which is a streamlined version of previous applications and has been tailored to meet the needs of a planning study project. 



Proposal Package

Project Summary 

Application Page 1
Same on both applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same information for all project types Choose a simple project name.Elmville Meetinghouse Rehabilitation Project versus Elmville Meetinghouse roof replacement, plaster repair and barrier free access projectGrant Request: How much are you asking LCHIP for?  Should match the amount listed on the project budget. TPC: Previously known as TPV or Total Project Value. This is the sum of all eligible expenses. Might want to fill in these lines after budget page has been completed



Proposal Package
Project Summary

Application Page 1 

This question DOES apply to Historic Resource projects

Has the applicant adopted the relevant 
Standards and Practices of 

the Land Trust Alliance? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This question DOES apply to historic resource projects and adopting the applicable LTA Standards is a requirement for receiving LCHIP funding. Land Trusts developed Standards and Practices to help them articulate and strive for best practices in carrying out their missions.  The historic preservation community has found the LTA Standards and Practices to be helpful in articulating best practices both for running the organization and for managing property.  (It may help to substitute “historic property” for conservation easement or fee ownership in the LTA materials.) Since there are no long term stewardship obligations with the planning study, the stewardship section has been stream lined.   Stewardship is still important and you’re still encouraged to have a stewardship fund, policies or a contingency plan.Adopting the Standards does not have to have happened by the time you apply, but it does need to happen if you are selected for funding.Answer choices: Yes (with date) or Not Yet.



Most applicable standards: 
1. Ethics, Mission and Community Engagement
2. Compliance with Laws
3. Board Accountability
4. Conflicts of Interest
5. Fundraising
6. Financial Oversight
7. Human Resources
12. Stewardship

Proposal Package
Project Summary

Application Page 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For most owners of historic, publicly accessible resources, who do not hold easements, the most applicable standards are likely to be: 1. Ethics, Mission and Community Engagement,2. Compliance with Laws,3. Board Accountability,4. Conflicts of Interest,5. Fundraising,6. Financial Oversight,7. Human Resources, and12. Fee Land Stewardship



Good-governance standards:
1. Ethics, Mission and Community Engagement
2. Compliance with Laws
3. Board Accountability
4. Conflicts of Interest
5. Fundraising
6. Financial Oversight
7. Human Resources

Proposal Package
Project Summary

Application Page 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first seven 1. Ethics, Mission and Community Engagement,2. Compliance with Laws,3. Board Accountability,4. Conflicts of Interest,5. Fundraising,6. Financial Oversight,7. Human Resources,deal with best practices that typically apply to organizations that do work for the public benefit. Photo – Allenstown Selectmen hold meeting in historic meetinghouse



Property-management standard: 

12. Fee Land Stewardship

Proposal Package
Project Summary

Application Page 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The twelfth 12. Fee Land Stewardshipdeals with organizations that own and maintain property (funding, managing, maintaining, inspecting).



Many organizations already either explicitly or implicitly follow these 
practices. Gold star to your organization if you are one who does.

LCHIP requires grantees to adopt the applicable standards to encourage best 
practices, for the sake of the organizations concerned and the resources entrusted 
to their care.

Think of this as a useful opportunity to review your organization’s practices.

Proposal Package
Project Summary

Application Page 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many organizations already either explicitly or implicitly follow these practices.  Gold star to your organization if you are one who does.LCHIP requires grantees to adopt the applicable standards to encourage best practices, for the sake of the organizations concerned and the resources entrusted to their care.Think of this as a useful opportunity to review your organization’s practices.



Proposal Package

Project Summary 

Application Page 1

Project Type

Varies according to the application:

For most Historic-Resource applications, the choices are 
Rehabilitation/Restoration, Acquisition, or Other

For planning projects, the choices are Historic Structure Report, 
Historic Building Assessment with Preservation Guidelines, or 
Other.

HBAs are appropriate for most LCHIP Planning Study projects. If you plan 
on changing the building’s use or exploring a possible new use, then an 
HSR would be appropriate. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project TypeSelect the project type that is right for your project. Varies according to the applicationFor most Historic-Resource applications, the choices are Rehabilitation/Restoration, Acquisition, or OtherFor planning projects, the choices are Historic Structure Report, Historic Building Assessment with Preservation Guidelines, or Other.HBAs are appropriate for most LCHIP Planning Study projects. If you plan on changing the building’s use or exploring a possible new use, then a HSR would be appropriate. Under “other,” Feasibility Study -- will not satisfy the LCHIP $50,000 HBA requirement, but can be paired with an HBA to meet that requirement. Other types of planning projects include:National Register nominations for districtsArcheological reviewsEngineering studiesOther planning activities that directly relate to the permanent protection of the resource



Proposal Package
Project Summary 

Application Page 1
Rehab/Acquisition projects only 

Name of proposed preservation 
easement holder 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed easement holder: Does NOT apply to most projects. This question does not appear in the planning study application as there are no longer term stewardship requirements attached to planning projects. Only required IF project seeks $400,000 or more, or the project is requesting additional funds (on top of earlier LCHIP grants) that total $400,000 or moreMust be a separate eligible holder with a historic preservation mission  



Proposal Package
Project Summary 

Application Page 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All project typesDOE: Needs to be completed prior to applying. Contact DHR for details ASAP. If already listed simply indicate at which level. We have removed the box for National Historic Landmark. IF your resource is one of the roughly 20 NHL in the state, please reference that in question 1a. 



are two separate processes.  
Both must be completed

Proposal Package
Project Summary 

LCHIP Intent to Apply and Proposal Determination of Eligibility

If your resource is not already listed or determined eligible for the State or 
National Registers, you will need to complete an Individual Inventory Form 
(http://www.nh.gov/nhdhr/programs/documents/indivinvform.pdf).  

Properties that are contributing to a historic district (either state or national-listed 
or eligible) qualify and do not need individual determinations of eligibility.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your resource is not already listed or determined eligible for the State or National Registers, you will need to complete an Individual Inventory Form (http://www.nh.gov/nhdhr/programs/documents/indivinvform.pdf).  Properties that are contributing to a historic district (either state or national-listed or eligible) qualify and do not need individual determinations of eligibility.  Submission deadlines for the review of Individual Inventory Forms before the LCHIP deadline are: May 17 and June 7. Please note on your inventory form that your submission is for a proposed LCHIP project!  This is NOT the same as the Project Registration Form!!!

http://www.nh.gov/nhdhr/programs/documents/indivinvform.pdf


Proposal Package
Project Summary 

Application Page 1
Planning application only 

What problems will the proposed 
study address and solve? 

Have any previous studies or reports 
been completed on the resource? If 
yes, please explain. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning Studies: What problems will the proposed study address and solve? What ails the resource?Have any previous studies or reports been completed on the resource? If yes, please explain.A previous building study does not disqualify you from applying to LCHIP, but we want to know if one has been done and why you need a new one. 



Proposal Package
Project Summary 

Application Page 1
Historic Resource application

Provide a brief overview of the significance of the resource and 
describe what the proposed project will accomplish. 

This will be similar to your answer on the Intent-to-Apply Form. 

It is important to be clear and concise! 

Think of it as an executive summary.  

You might want to write this last.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historic Resource application:This will be similar to your answer on the Intent-to-Apply Form. It is important to be clear and concise! Think of it as an executive summary.  You might want to write this last.



Proposal Package
Resource Values

In the Resource Values section you will explain 
 WHAT you would like to preserve,  

Application Page 2
Same on both applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 2These three questions the most heavily weighted section in terms of points. Take time to develop your narrative and project description. Look at all the Standards and think how they apply to your project. Be clear and concise with your answers. Big Picture QuestionsWhat are you protecting, the Wentworth Gardner House Why is it important- National Historic Landmark, excellent example of Georgian residence, seacoast architecture, close proximity to other historic resources, etc. What work are you going to do?  Good description with images shows where work would be done, further expanded to how work would be done in areas. OR You will complete a Historic Building Assessment to study the building, it’s history, current condition, and character defining features to develop a road map for future work or reuse. OR You are acquiring a resource or an easement on a resource 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

In the Resource Values section you will explain 
 WHY it is important to preserve 

Application Page 2Same on both applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three questions the most heavily weighted section in terms of points. Take time to develop your narrative and project description. Look at all the Standards and think how they apply to your project. Be clear and concise with your answers. Big Picture QuestionsWhat are you protecting, the Wentworth Gardner House Why is it important- National Historic Landmark, excellent example of Georgian residence, seacoast architecture, close proximity to other historic resources, etc. What work are you going to do?  Good description with images shows where work would be done, further expanded to how work would be done in areas. OR You will complete a Historic Building Assessment to study the building, it’s history, current condition, and character defining features to develop a road map for future work or reuse. OR You are acquiring a resource or an easement on a resource 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

In the Resource Values 
section you will 
explain 

 HOW you plan to  
preserve it 

Application Page 2
Same on both applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three questions the most heavily weighted section in terms of points. Take time to develop your narrative and project description. Look at all the Standards and think how they apply to your project. Be clear and concise with your answers. Big Picture QuestionsWhat are you protecting, the Wentworth Gardner House Why is it important- National Historic Landmark, excellent example of Georgian residence, seacoast architecture, close proximity to other historic resources, etc. What work are you going to do?  Good description with images shows where work would be done, further expanded to how work would be done in areas. OR You will complete a Historic Building Assessment to study the building, it’s history, current condition, and character defining features to develop a road map for future work or reuse. OR You are acquiring a resource or an easement on a resource 



Proposal Package
Resource Values 

Resource Attributes 

Significance: Give a brief history of the resource and 
address other significance such as: 

 Near other historic resources? 

 Part of Master Plan? 

 Public use? 

 Value in community or viewscape ? 

35 Points 

Application Page 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All project types You have a half of a page to tell us about the history and significance of the property.  Consider things like:Is this one of the last examples of its type in the community and would the loss of this resource diminish the community’s ability to define itself?Much of this information can be found on the national or state register nomination forms. This should be fact based, there is room stories and folklore at the end of the application. 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

Resource Attributes

Application Page 2Rehab Example 

What specific work tasks will be accomplished with 
the LCHIP funds? How were these needs identified?  

What are 
you gong 

to do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RehabWhat is your proposed project and how was it identified? Were the needs addressed in a Building Assessment or at a town or committee meeting? Is this part of a larger phased project at the resource? If so, you have additional space in question 9 to expand on this answer. In this question you are telling us what you are planning to do. Tie this into the next questions about how the proposed work will meet the Secretary’s Standards. This box is larger than in previous years so you can fully explain how you identified your project and how you plan on carrying out your work. Details are good! 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

Resource Attributes

Application Page 2Planning Example 

What inspired you to seek an LCHIP-supported study?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning: Why are you applying for a planning? Are there obvious issues with the building? Are you exploring reuse options? Do you plan on applying to a grant that requires a professionally completed assessment? 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

Resource Attributes

Application Page 2
Planning application only 

Will all anticipated treatment approaches and preservation priorities 
identified in the study meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties? 

Does the project protect or enhance significant natural or cultural 
resources?

If yes, will those resources be addressed in the study?

How will the preservation priorities identified in the planning study 
be implemented?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning: Will the treatment approaches and priorities identified in the study meet the Standards? (Hint : the answer to this needs to be yes!)Will this project protect or enhance natural or cultural resources? If yes, will they be included in the study? How will the preservation priorities identified in the study be implemented? -Capital Campaign, Warrant Articles, Volunteer Labor? 



 Discuss your selected treatment approach 
 Rehabilitation
 Restoration
 Reconstruction
 Preservation 

 Why was this treatment selected? 
 Current Condition
 Proposed Use
 Code Requirements

Proposal Package
Resource Values

Secretary’s Standards

Application Page 3
Rehab Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning studies, Secretary’s Standards have already been addressed. Review the different treatment approaches online and select the approach that best aligns with the proposed project. Most LCHIP projects follow the rehabilitation treatment approach. Explain why the selected approach was chosen, tying it to the current condition of the resource, its proposed used, and mandated code requirements.



 Address all the applicable Standards  explaining how the 
proposed work will comply 

 Ground Disturbance =Archeological Concerns

 Have they been addressed? 

 Who will you contact? 

 Has money been set aside? 

Proposal Package
Resource Values

Secretary’s Standards

Application Page 3

Wyman Tavern 
Keene

Rehab Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the Standards of the selected treatment approach should be addressed. You need to address the building’s proposed use, the retention of character-defining features, repair and replacement techniques, and any additional treatment methods.  If there is no component of new construction or ground disturbance then those standards may not be applicable to the project. The more detailed the description of these questions the better we can score for compliance. The work will meet the Sec Standards vs. repair vs. replace, applicable preservation briefs, experienced contractors If ground disturbance is part of the proposed project, does your project contain a plan for an archeological investigation? Who would you contact and how would it be funded? Archeological reviews are an eligible expense. If you project includes ground disturbance, you should build that expense in to your budget! “8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.”



Why NOW?  
 Structural integrity at risk? 
 Use limited? 
 Property for sale? 
 Opposition? 
 Seven to Save? 

Proposal Package
Resource Values

Imminence of Threat 10 Points 

Application Page 4 (PS 3) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer only the questions that apply to your project. Has an engineering report or building assessment shown that the structural integrity of the building has been compromised?Explain how the use of the resource is marginal/limited and what factors limit its use. Are code requirements limiting the use of all or part of the building? Does the current building lack modern amenities that prevent its use?Is the property for sale or has demolition been proposed? Is it currently vacant and at risk of vandalism or arson? Examples of opposition could include vocal opposition at town meetings, denial of town warrants, or negative press. Use this question to address any other threats to the property that haven’t been discussed in previous questions. Links to Seven to Save information and Population informationThis allows LCHIP to see if you are in a rapidly developing area and there for at greater risk or loosing the resource to developmental pressures. 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

Imminence of Threat 10 Points 

Application Page 4 (PS 3)

Is the project located in a: 

• densely developed area of the State 

• rapidly developing area of the State 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the data on LCHIP’s website you’re going to determine if:The resource is located in a densely developed area of the state (darker purple=more densely developed) If the resource is in a rapidly developing area of the state (look at the change in your town’s population (percentage) and compare it to others in your county. If the answer to either question is yes, then discuss the rate or density of development in comparison to other town’s in your region. 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

Imminence of Threat 10 Points 

Application Page 4 (PS 3)
Same on both applications 

Map on 
LCHIP 
website 
shows 
density 

Go to www.lchip.org

Select “For Applicants 
& Recipients”

Select “For Historic 
Resource Applicants”

Scroll down to “5. 
Submit a Project 
Proposal”

Select “NH Population 
Data”

This map will appear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go to www.lchip.orgSelect “For Applicants & Recipients”Select “For Historic Resource Applicants”Scroll down to “5. Submit a Project Proposal”Select “NH Population Data”This map will appearDetermine if the resource is located in a densely developed area of the state (darker purple=more densely developed) 



Proposal Package
Resource Values

Imminence of Threat 10 Points 

Application Page 4 (PS 3)
Same on both applications 

Charts on LCHIP website show rate of growth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart follows the map.Determine if the resource is in a rapidly developing area of the state (look at the change in your town’s population (percentage) and compare it to other towns in your county. If the answer to either question is yes, then discuss the rate or density of development in comparison to other town’s in your region. e.g. “average growth rate in the county is 7% but Elmville grew by 11%,” 



Who supports the project?

5 Points 

Proposal Package
Current Capacity

Planning and Community Support 

Application Page 5 (PS 3) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar questions in both applications, Planning Study has been simplified a little based on the fact that planning studies typically come earlier in the project. Does the applicant have the backing of the local community and the local governing body?  Are other community organizations involved, engaged, and willing to contribute resources (time, talent, treasure)-Has the project been embraced by the local historical society, Historic District Commission, your organization’s membership, or other parties?  How have they been promoting the project and moving it forward? -Has the project been publicly endorsed by elected officials? If so, please describe the endorsement. (RE) -Has the project been discussed at a town meeting, what was the outcome? (RE)-Have there been events or fundraisers to promote the project? Have there been other forms of public outreach such as mailers, or a social media campaign? Remember! LCHIP will not review letters of support so don’t waste your time collecting and submitting them



Can you complete the project well?  On time? 

5 Points 

Proposal Package
Current Capacity 

Capacity to Implement Through to Completion

Application Page 6 (PS 4)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summarize the applicant organization’s experience completing projects of this scale. Does the applicant, consultant, or selected contractors have the skills, knowledge, experience, and resources to carry out a successful planning,  rehabilitation, or acquisition project? Has the Applicant worked with LCHIP before, or if not, with another similar funding agency? Describe who will be involved in managing the project, and provide a brief summary of their knowledge, skills and experience. -Do you have experienced volunteers? Contractors? Have you successfully completed projects on time?  Summarize the applicant organization’s history working with LCHIP. Include past grant applications, as well as projects that have been completed or are currently underway. If this is the organization’s first LCHIP application, but individuals involved in the project have worked on other LCHIP projects (for other organizations, for example) you may wish to describe that experience, and the individual’s role with this project.If your town has received an LCHIP grant, you can mention that grant, but you are not required. 



 How will match funds be raised? 

 When?

 Back up $ plan? 

5 Points 

Proposal Package
Current Capacity

Funding Plan 

Application Page 7 (PS 4) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will you raise the funds needed to match LCHIP? Are there funding sources that you have considered that are not included in the LCHIP budget? If so, why were they not included? (Moose Plate, CLG, foundations, etc.) How might partial funding from LCHIP or another source impact the project? It is best to be honest when answering this question. It is important for our staff and review panel to know what you back up plan is. Though we appreciate your optimism, saying that you are confident that you will receiving funding does not help us to better understand your financial need. 



Stewardship =

Long-term care of the 
resource

Proposal Package
Future Strength 

Stewardship 15 Points 

Application Page 8 (PS 5) 
Rehab/Acquisition Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Stewardship” Planning for, and taking the necessary actions over the long term, to successfully preserve and protect the historical, cultural, and natural values of a resource.  



• Monitoring

Proposal Package
Future Strength 

Stewardship 15 Points 

Application Page 8 (PS 5) 
Rehab/Acquisition Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such activities include:Regularly and systematically gathering information about the resource to identify changes over time (monitoring)



• Maintenance and 
upkeep

Proposal Package
Future Strength 

Stewardship 15 Points 

Application Page 8 (PS 5) 
Rehab/Acquisition Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such activities include:Performing regular maintenance and upkeepSecuring sufficient levels of reliable funding to take care of the property



• Money to care for 
property

Proposal Package
Future Strength 

Stewardship 15 Points 

Application Page 8 (PS 5) 
Rehab/Acquisition Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such activities include:Regularly and systematically gathering information about the resource to identify changes over time (monitoring)Performing regular maintenance and upkeepSecuring sufficient levels of reliable funding to take care of the propertyAdequately insuring the resource and the organization charged with its upkeep



• Insurance

Proposal Package
Future Strength 

Stewardship 15 Points 

Application Page 8 (PS 5) 
Rehab/Acquisition Example 

Insurance PolIcy for 
elmvIlle HIstorIc 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such activities include:Regularly and systematically gathering information about the resource to identify changes over time (monitoring)Performing regular maintenance and upkeepSecuring sufficient levels of reliable funding to take care of the propertyAdequately insuring the resource and the organization charged with its upkeep



 Who will do long-term 
maintenance?  

 What experience do they have? 
 Money for stewardship?     
 Capacity for monitoring, repairs  

and record keeping? 
 Contingency plan in case of 

dissolution?  (501 (c) only) 

Proposal Package
Future Strength 

Stewardship 15 Points 

Application Page 8 (PS 5) 
Rehab/Acquisition Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What organization will be responsible for the property’s long-term maintenance end repairs? Describe the organization’s stewardship recordDescribe the stewarding organization's existing or potential dedicated stewardship or endowment fund.  How will the organization fund log term maintenance and repairs beyond this grant?    What capacity does this organization have for performing regular inspections, documenting conditions and making sure maintenance and repairs are done? What is the contingency plan to ensure protection of the resources if the interest holding organization dissolves?  (501 (c) only) Provide the name of the organization that will be responsible for the long-term stewardship of the property, including annual monitoring, response to potential violations or challenges, and other stewardship duties. Will this be handled by a town employee, a committee, volunteers or a paid consultant? If an endowment is not already in place, is establishing one a goal of this proposed project? Please explain. Does the stewardship organization have existing stewardship responsibilities for this or other properties?  Briefly explain any existing stewardship policies.  If your organization dissolved, what would happen to the resource? Would it be sold, donated to the town, etc?  (Only 501(c) applicants need to answer this question.)This question DOES apply to historic resource projects and adopting the applicable LTA Standards is a requirement for receiving LCHIP funding. 



 Public use?
 Interpret historic value?
 Encourage more preservation?
 Economic activity? 

Proposal Package

10 Points 

Future Strength 
Future Activates 

Application Page 9 (PS 5)Same on both applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will the public be able to access the resource?How will the importance of the property be interpreted? Could the completion of this project lead to other preservation projects?Will the project stimulate new or increased economic activity?Will the public be allowed to access the property during normal business hours, as part of special events, or will access be primarily visual? What role will the resource play within the community? This is access for all, not specifically barrier free access. Will this project lead to better interpretation of the property’s importance through education or recreational programming? Will new programming be created if the project is completed? If this project is successfully completed, could it lead to further work on the resource or other potential preservation projects in the immediate area or in the community? Will the supplies for the project be purchased locally or will local contractors be selected to perform the work? Will any jobs be created once the project is finished? Will this project create a new form of revenue for the applicant organization?The like previous sections, the Future Activities section of the Planning Study application asks similar questions but in a more streamlined fashion. 



 Also protect natural 
resources? 

 Also protect cultural 
values? 

5 Points 

Proposal Package
Additional Information 

Application Page 10
Rehab/Acquisition only, covered 
earlier in Planning Application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Will this project also help protect any associated natural resource values? Does it have cultural values, such as use for events that help to define that define the community? (e.g. Is it home to the longest running town meeting in the state or does it have earliest know wall murals) If yes, please explain. -Are there any important aspects of the project that haven’t been addressed? Interesting stories, people, events? Planning Study, this as addressed on page 2! 



 Part of a larger 
building project? 

 Annual visitors?   

Proposal Package
Additional Information 

Application Page 10
Rehab/Acquisition only, covered 
earlier in Planning Application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-If your project is part of a larger building project (such as a window restoration project as part of a town hall rehabilitation) information about the larger project must be included.  If the information is not provided it could result in a denial of the application or a retraction of funding. -Can be estimated if attendance is not tracked. PS applications, this question is on pg. 3 with the Imminence of Threat information. 



Proposal Package
Project Budget 

The Project Budget 

It’s a balancing act!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Budgets plan for both financial sides of a project: money in, money outYou have to have enough income to pay for all the expensesDefinition: “an estimate of income and expenditure for a set period of time.”



Proposal Package
Project Budget 

10 Points 

Application Page 11 (PS 6) 

Important Budget Point No. 1:

• Matching grant program

• Budget must include at least 
$1 to match each LCHIP $ 

• LCHIP can pay no more than 
half of all eligible expenses

LCHIP $OTHER $

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important Budget Point No. 1:This is a matching grant programGrantee must match LCHIP grant on a dollar-for-dollar basisLCHIP cannot pay more than half of all eligible expensesIf you come in under-budget, LCHIP cannot pay more than half of the total eligible expenses



Proposal Package
Project Budget 

10 Points 

Application Page 11 (PS 6) 

Important Budget Point 
No. 2:

•Expenses:  
• Some are eligible
• Some not eligible 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important Budget Point No. 2:Some expenses are eligible to be included in the budgetSome expenses are not eligible to be included in the budgetExamples of eligible expenses: specialized restoration, rehabilitation, and preservation services (carpenters, masons, roofers, etc.)Examples of ineligible expenses: furnishings as well as routine maintenance and modernization that do not require  specialized historic preservation services, unless the routine maintenance and/or modernization is necessary to fulfill the recommendations of a Historic Structure Report or preservation plan for the property



Examples of eligible expenses: specialized restoration, 
rehabilitation, and preservation services (carpenters, 
masons, roofers, etc.)

Examples of ineligible expenses: furnishings as well as 
routine maintenance and modernization that do not 
require  specialized historic preservation services, unless 
the routine maintenance and/or modernization is 
necessary to fulfill the recommendations of a Historic 
Structure Report or preservation plan for the property

Proposal Package
Project Budget 



Proposal Package
Project Budget 

10 Points 

Application Page 11 (PS 6) 

Important Budget Point No. 3:

• Income = cash & non-cash

• Expenses = cash and non-cash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important Budget Point No. 3:Some items in the budget will be in cashOther items bay be non-cash (up to 50% of your match)Examples of cash income: LCHIP and other grants, donations, town appropriationsExamples of cash expenses: payments made to contractors for services rendered, payments made to suppliers for materialsExamples of non-cash income: donations of services, donations of materialsExamples of non-cash expenses: using donated services or materials



Proposal Package
Project Budget 

10 Points 

Application Page 11 (PS 6) 

Some other important points:

• The 2-year rule: Donated time or expenses 
incurred are also eligible as non-cash (in-
kind) match if they are incurred within two 
years prior to the opening date of the grant 
round.

• The 5% rule : Applicants may use up to 5% 
of the requested grant amount for 
administrative costs associated with 
preparation of the application or other due 
diligence as cash or non-cash match. 

2 Years

5 percent 

•Acquisition?  Obtain special form from staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some other important points:Donated time or expenses incurred are also eligible as non-cash (in-kind) match if they are incurred within two years prior to the opening date of the grant round.Applicants may use up to 5% of the requested grant amount for administrative costs associated with preparation of the application or other due diligence as cash or non-cash match.  No other administrative coasts may be used as cash or non-cash match.For more information on matching requirements, eligible costs, and cash and noncash requirements, see sections 7 and 8 of LCHIP’s Criteria, Guidelines, and Procedures (CGP).Acquisition projects have separate budget, contact staff to for a copy.



Proposal Package
Project Budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what LCHIP’s budget page looks likeIncome is on the upper part of the page.Expenses are on the lower part of the page.The first line is the requested amount from LCHIP.You may include income that has not been secured such as town warrants, planned fundraisers or future grants, but the income sources must be identified.  Expenses should be detailed enough for it to be clear who the major payees will be.We don’t need to see the cost of each nail but we do need to know what kinds of expenses your project entails.If your project is very complex, you may provide a summary on the budget page provided and also submit additional page(s) showing further budget details.Round all values to the nearest whole dollar – NO PENNIES!LCHIP staff is available to assist you in handling a confusing project budget.



Funding Sources 

Rehab Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP request may not exceed 50% of Total Project Cost (Line 18 on next slide) Contractors have pledge $11,000 in donated goods and services. Donations will be secured if grant is awarded. Foundation XYZ awarded $14,000 in 2015. Enter the total of all private funds secured to date (either received-in-hand or via written pledge).Enter the total private funds still to be raised.The Heritage Commission has agreed to contribute $5,000 towards the project Stewardship Fund. The Town paid $3,000 for a professional grant writer after the grant round opened Total cash funding + total non-cash funding = Total Funding.  Must be greater than or equal to line 18.50% of the applicant’s match must be cash. Matching beyond the minimum is encouraged.  



Eligible Expenses 

Rehab Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The XYX foundation awarded a $14,000 project to the project in 2015. The funds paid for the building assessment and archeological investigation. Since the funds were expended within the 24-months prior to the opening of the grant round, they must be included as eligible non-cash expenses. The budget will end up having more cash secured than eligible cash expense. Archeology was completed outside of the grant round, but it’s cost was incurred within 24 months of the grant round opening, so it can be included as non-cashRepairs to the sill will cost $5,000. No donations are anticipated.  Drainage work is estimated at $6,000. A contractor has agreed to do the $6,000, job for $5,000 (cash) donating $1,000 worth of his time (non-cash). Window work will cost $25,000. The restoration specialist has agreed to donate $5,000 in materials (non-cash) and will only charge $20,000 for the labor (cash).Exterior painting will cost $10,000. No donations are anticipated.  Slate roof repairs will cost $57,000. The roofing specialist has agreed to donate $5,000 for staging (non-cash) and will charge $52,000 for the labor and materials (cash).Stewardship contributions are now considered a cash expense. Administrative expenses are limited to 5% of the LCHIP grant request. TPC and Funding sources match. 



Funding Sources Planning Study 

Planning Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP request may not exceed 50% of Total Project Cost (11) The applicant organization will set aside $7,000 of its 2018 operating budget in January, 2018.  Enter the total private funds still to be raised.Total cash funding + total non-cash funding = Total Funding.  Must be greater than or equal to line 11.50% of the applicant’s match must be cash. Matching beyond the minimum is encouraged.  



Eligible Expenses 

Planning Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary consultant has provided an estimate of $10,000 for their firm’s services  An architectural historian will act as a consultant and has estimated $4,000 for their services An archeologist has not been contracted as part of the planning study The primary consultant for this project is a qualified architectural firm, no additional architect is neededAn engineering firm will act as a consultant and has estimated $4,000 for their services An energy auditor will act as a consultant and has estimated $2,000 for their servicesTotal cash expenses + total non-cash expenses = Total Project Cost.  Must be equal to or less than line 4



Proposal Package
Attachments 

Rehab/Acquisition only



Proposal Package
Attachments 

Attachment 1: Photographs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attachment 1 Maximum of ten color photos of the resource. Photos showing people using the resource are valued. Label each photo numerically, followed by a brief description of the image. Be sure that electronic (.jpg) file names correspond with photo labels. ONLY ACCEPTING JPEGS! Attachment 2 Documentation for Total Project Value (i.e. contractor/consultant estimates or appraisals). There should be documentation for each expense shown in the budget.  Attachment 3 Brief proof of National or State Register listing or eligibility.  



Proposal Package
Attachments 

Attachment 2:
Documentation of TPC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attachment 1 Maximum of ten color photos of the resource. Photos showing people using the resource are valued. Label each photo numerically, followed by a brief description of the image. Be sure that electronic (.jpg) file names correspond with photo labels. ONLY ACCEPTING JPEGS! Attachment 2 Documentation for Total Project Value (i.e. contractor/consultant estimates or appraisals). There should be documentation for each expense shown in the budget.  Attachment 3 Brief proof of National or State Register listing or eligibility.  



Proposal Package
Attachments 

Attachment 3: 
Proof of National or 

State Register 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attachment 1 Maximum of ten color photos of the resource. Photos showing people using the resource are valued. Label each photo numerically, followed by a brief description of the image. Be sure that electronic (.jpg) file names correspond with photo labels. ONLY ACCEPTING JPEGS! Attachment 2 Documentation for Total Project Value (i.e. contractor/consultant estimates or appraisals). There should be documentation for each expense shown in the budget.  Attachment 3 Brief proof of National or State Register listing or eligibility.  



Proposal Package
Attachments

Attachment 4: Site Plan or Map 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maps should provide enough information to guide a visitor to the resource without the use of GSP (appropriate scale, street names)-NR District Map-Google Map (with accurate pin point!)-Copy of atlas page with star 



Attachment 5: Building Assessment 

Proposal Package
Attachments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Introduce Andrew to talk about role with NHPA and their planning study programAttachment 5 Historic Building Assessment with Preservation Guidelines or Historic Structures Report only if grant request is over $50,000. Please include a full report with the original proposal package, three full proposal packages and the electronic proposal packages. If a full report is already on file with LCHIP, submit 9 copies of applicable section(s) of report in the application package. Please include only the applicable sections of the report with the seven summary 



Proposal Package
Attachments 

Attachment 6  Acknowledgement Form

Attachment 7    Authorization to Use Photographs, 
and Photo Release

Don’t get caught off guard, 
gather signatures early!

Attachments 6-7   Signatures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attachment 5 Acknowledgement Form.  Please have the appropriate parties read and sign this form, noting that certain parties are responsible for reading and understanding the LCHIP Criteria, Guidelines and Procedures. Signatures can be provided on more than one copy of this form if necessary.  Attachment 6  	Authorization to Use Photographs, Photo Release Form. Make more copies of this page if necessary to provide one photo release form for each photographer/recognizable person in photo(s).   Attachments 5-7 need to be printed, filled out, signed, and saved electronically. 



Attachment 10   Summary of Financial Statement 

Proposal Package
Attachments 

Attachment 8  501 (c) Determination Letter

Attachment 9    List of Current Board of Directors and 
affiliations 

Attachments 8-10   501 (c) requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The following Attachments are required from 501 (c) organizations only and should be included in the original package, the three full proposal packages and in the electronic application package. Attachment 8 	Copy of 501(c) determination letter Attachment 9 	List of Current of Board Directors with affiliations  Attachment 10 	The Organization’s most recent financial statements in summary form (audited preferred).



Proposal Package

Attachments 

Rehab/Acquisition only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Proposal Package

Attachments 

Planning only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 What is the purpose of this slide and the meaning of the no symbols? 



Proposal Package

Attachments 

Planning only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Proposal Package

Attachments 

Planning only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Application Package 

Submit one original application, 
including the checklist and all 

applicable attachments 

Submit eight paper copies with all applicable 
attachments 

One full proposal 
packages 

Seven summary proposal 
packages 

Submit one electronic copy 
with all applicable 

attachments 

Submit via USB or CD. 
Label jpegs to match hard 

copies 



Proposal Package
Timeline and Process 

Workshop

• May 1th

Intent to Apply

• Due May 18th

• Required for 
all projects

Application 

• Due by noon 
on June 22nd

• Late 
submissions 
will not be 
accepted



Proposal Package
Timeline and Process 

LCHIP Staff can help: 

 Questions – YES

 Content – NO

 Completeness – YES
(if submitted early) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LCHIP staff can answer questions but can not review content of draft applicationsApplications submitted early can be reviewed for completeness and resubmitted by application deadline



Proposal Package
Timeline and Process 

Applications Due NOON June 22, 2018

Staff Review & Site Visits August – September

Review Panels Mid to Late October

LCHIP Board Decision Mid November 

Notification Mid November 

Press Event-Celebration Early December

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Application Due date/time is inflexibleNo site visits while applications are being completedReview panel is professionals with relevant experience, assist with rankingSite visits do not indicate rankingWe do not expect any projects to make brief presentations to BODAnnouncements in days after decision Applications can’t be returned, which is why you should keep a copy If you are going to drop off the application except on deadline morning, call to be sure someone is here. 



Dijit Taylor dtaylor@lchip.org

Barb Beers officemgr@lchip.org

Paula Bellemore pbellemore@lchip.org

George Born gborn@lchip.org

Contact Information 

mailto:dtaylor@lchip.org
mailto:officemgr@lchip.org
mailto:pbellemore@lchip.org
mailto:jlapachinski@lchip.org


Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind they must sign in to get credit for attendingThank them for coming



THANK YOU

for working to save New Hampshire’s special 
places! 
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